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Abstract
A graph is said to be edge-transitive if its automorphism group acts transitively on its edges. It is known
that edge-transitive graphs are either vertex-transitive or bipartite. In this paper we present a complete
classification of all connected edge-transitive graphs on less than or equal to 20 vertices. We then present
a construction for an infinite family of edge-transitive bipartite graphs, and use this construction to show
that there exists a non-trivial bipartite subgraph of Km,n that is connected and edge-transitive whenever
gcdpm,nq ą 2. Additionally, we investigate necessary and sufficient conditions for edge transitivity of
connected pr, 2q biregular subgraphs of Km,n, as well as for uniqueness, and use these results to address the
case of gcdpm,nq “ 2. We then present infinite families of edge-transitive graphs among vertex-transitive
graphs, including several classes of circulant graphs. In particular, we present necessary conditions and
sufficient conditions for edge-transitivity of certain circulant graphs.
1 Introduction
A graph is vertex-transitive (edge-transitive) if its automorphism group acts transitively on its vertex (edge)
set. We note the alternative definition given by Andersen et al. [1].
Theorem 1.1 (Andersen, Ding, Sabidussi, and Vestergaard) A finite simple graph G is edge-transitive
if and only if G´ e1 – G´ e2 for all pairs of edges e1 and e2.
We also mention the following well-known result.
Proposition 1.1 If G is an edge-transitive graph, then G is either vertex-transitive or bipartite; in the latter
case, vertices in a given part belong to the same orbit of the automorphism group of G on vertices.
Given a graph G we will denote its vertex set by V pGq and edge set by EpGq. We will use Kn to denote
the complete graph with n vertices, and Km,n to denote the complete bipartite graph with m vertices in one
part and n in the other. The path on n vertices will be denoted Pn and the cycle on n vertices with Cn. The
complement of a graph G will be denoted G. We continue with series of definitions with elementary graph
theory properties.
Definition 1.1 A graph is regular if all of its vertices have the same degree. A (connected) bipartite graph is
said to be biregular if all vertices on the same side of the bipartition all have the same degree. Particularly, we
refer to a bipartite graph with parts of size m and n as an pr, sq biregular subgraph of Km,n if the m vertices in
the same part each have degree r and the n vertices in the same part have degree s.
It follows from Proposition 1.1 that bipartite edge-transitive graphs are biregular.
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Definition 1.2 Given a group G and generating set S, a Cayley graph ΓpG,Sq is a graph with vertex set V pΓq
and edge set EpΓq “ ttx, yu : x, y in V pΓq, there exists an integer s in S : y “ xsu.
It is known that all Cayley graphs are vertex-transitive. Next we recall a specialized class of Cayley graphs
known as circulant graphs.
Definition 1.3 A circulant graph CnpLq is a graph on vertices v1, v2, ..., vn where each vi is adjacent to
vpi`jqpmod nq and vpi´jqpmodnq for each j in a list L. Algebraically, circulant graphs are Cayley graphs of fi-
nite cyclic groups. For a list L containing m items, we refer to CnpLq as an m-circulant. We say an edge e is
a chord of length k when e “ vivj, |i´ j| ” k mod n.
In our next definition we present another family of vertex-transitive graphs.
Definition 1.4 A wreath graph, denoted W pn, kq, has n sets of k vertices each, arranged in a circle where every
vertex in set i is adjacent to every vertex in bunches i ` 1 and i´ 1. More precisely, its vertex set is Zn ˆ Zk
and its edge set consists of all pairs of the form tpi, rq, pi ` 1, squ.
It was proved by Onkey [6] that all wreath graphs are edge-transitive. We next recall the definition of the
line graph which we use later to show that certain graph families are edge-transitive.
Definition 1.5 Given a graph G, the line graph LpGq is a graph where V pLpGqq “ EpGq and two vertices in
V pLpGqq are adjacent in LpGq if and only if their corresponding edges are incident in G.
Finally we recall the operation of the Cartesian product of graphs.
Definition 1.6 Given two graphs H and K, with vertex sets V pHq and V pKq, the Cartesian product G “ HˆK
is a graph where V pGq “ tpui, vjq where ui P V pHq and vj P V pKqu, and EpGq “ tpui, vjq, puk, vlqu if and only
if i “ k and vj and vl are adjacent in K or j “ l and ui and uk are adjacent in H.
The properties vertex-transitive and edge-transitive are distinct. This is clear with the following examples:
• Kn, n ě 2 is both vertex-transitive and edge-transitive.
• Cnp1, 2q, n ě 6 is vertex-transitive, but not edge-transitive.
• K1,n´1 is not vertex-transitive, but is edge-transitive.
• Pn, n ě 4 is neither vertex-transitive nor edge-transitive.
However the two properties are linked, as evident from the following proposition following from the results
of Whitney [10] and Sabidussi [7].
Proposition 1.2 A connected graph is edge-transitive if and only if its line graph is vertex-transitive.
Note, however, that a graph may not be the line graph of some original graph. For example, K1,3 ˆ C4 is
vertex-transitive, but it follows by a theorem of Beineke [2] that this graph is not the line graph of some graph.
We used the databases from Brendan McKay [5] to obtain all connected edge-transitive graphs on 20 vertices
or less. We then reported the number of edge-transitive graphs up to 20 to the Online Encyclopedia of Integer
Sequences, and they are listed under sequence #A095424. The full classification of these graphs is given in the
appendix of this paper. We can extrapolate much from this data and these results are presented in this paper.
It was recently brought to our attention that Marston Conder and Gabriel Verret independently determined the
edge-sets of the connected edge-transitive bipartite graphs on up to 63 vertices [3] using the Magma system, and
a complete list of all connected edge-transitive graphs on up to 47 vertices [12] with their edge sets [11]. These
graphs do not appear to be named. In our paper, we carefully named the graphs, allowing us to generalize some
cases to infinite families of graphs.
We note the following graph families are edge-transitive: Kn, n ě 2, Cn, n ě 3, Kn,n minus a perfect
matching, K2n minus a perfect matching, and all complete bipartite graphs Kt,n´t, 1 ď t ď
X
n
2
\
. Wreaths [6]
and Kneser graphs [4] are also edge-transitive. Besides these predictable and apparent cases, we can identify
other infinite families of edge-transitive graphs, using the data up through 20 vertices.
Recalling that edge-transitive graphs are either vertex-transitive or biregular bipartite, we have the following
motivating questions:
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• For which values of m,n, r, s such that mr “ ns does there exist a (connected) pr, sq biregular subgraph
of Km,n that is edge-transitive? For example, why do there exist two edge-transitive and connected p4, 2q
biregular subgraphs of K5,10, but no edge-transitive and connected p5, 2q biregular subgraph of K4,10?
(These graphs are found in the appendix).
• Can we identify infinite classes of edge-transitive graphs among vertex-transitive graphs, particularly
circulants? Furthermore, can we identify necessary and sufficient conditions for edge-transitivity of certain
circulants?
2 Edge-Transitive, Connected Bipartite Graphs
We begin by addressing the first motivating question from the previous section. Given positive integers m and
n, we first describe formulaically which values of r and s are possible for an pr, sq biregular subgraph of Km,n.
Note that if gcdpm,nq “ 1, the only biregular subgraph of Km,n is Km,n.
Proposition 2.1 An pr, sq biregular subgraph of Km,n satisfies the following:
mr “ ns
r “
n
gcdpm,nq
k, k “ 1, 2, . . . , gcdpm,nq
Proof. We know that s “ mr
n
“
m
gcdpm,nq
n
gcdpm,nq
r and since gcd
´
m
gcdpm,nq ,
n
gcdpm,nq
¯
“ 1, r is a multiple of n
gcdpm,nq
(and is less than or equal to n).
Corollary 2.1 If gcdpm,nq “ 2, there are only two possible pairs pr, sq, namely, pr, sq “
`
n
2
, m
2
˘
and pr, sq “
pn,mq. The latter case is the complete bipartite graph Km,n.
We now introduce a construction for generating non-trivial edge-transitive (connected) bipartite subgraphs
of Km,n for gcdpm,nq ą 2. This construction involves a process of extending a non-trivial edge-transitive
(connected) bipartite graph to a larger one, which we describe in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1 Let G be an edge-transitive (connected) pr, sq biregular subgraph of Km,n. Then, for any positive
integers a, b, G can be extended to an edge-transitive (connected) pra, sbq biregular subgraph of Kmb,na.
Proof. It suffices to show that, letting G be a (connected) edge-transitive pr, sq biregular subgraph of
Km,n, we can build a (connected) edge-transitive graph H that is an pr, 2sq biregular subgraph of K2m,n.
Let G consist of partite sets A,B where A “ ta1, a2, . . . , amu and B “ tb1, b2, . . . , bnu. Now create the set
A1 “ ta1, a2, . . . , am, a
1
1
, a1
2
, . . . , a1mu and create a graph H with partite sets A
1 and B as follows. For each ai,
let NHpaiq “ NGpaiq. For each a
1
i, let NHpa
1
iq “ NGpaiq. Then by construction, H is a (connected) pr, 2sq
biregular subgraph of K2m,n. Since G is edge-transitive, H is edge-transitive by construction.
Theorem 2.1 Let gcdpm,nq ą 2. Then there exists an edge-transitive (connected) subgraph of Km,n which is
not complete.
Proof. We appeal to the construction in the preceding lemma, and consider the following two cases:
Case 1: m|n
Then n “ mk for some positive integer k. Let G be the graph that results from removing a perfect matching
from Km,m. Then G is connected, biregular, and edge-transitive but not complete. Repeating the construction
in the lemma k´ 1 times, we obtain a subgraph of Km,mk “ Km,n that is connected, biregular, edge-transitive,
and not complete.
Case 2: m ∤ n
Let l “ gcdpm,nq and m “ k1l, n “ k2l. Let G be the graph that results from removing a perfect matching from
Kl,l. Then G is connected, biregular, and edge-transitive but not complete. Then, following the construction
in the lemma, increase the left partite set by l vertices k1´ 1 times and the right partite set by l vertices k2´ 1
times. The resulting graph will be a connected, biregular, and edge-transitive subgraph of Kk1l,k2l “ Km,n but
not complete.
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Figure 1. An example of the construction in the theorem, with vertices drawn in the same color being vertices
that are connected to the graph in the same way.
Remark 2.1 Theorem 2.1 gives rise to the following observations/questions:
• When gcdpm,nq “ 1, the only possible (connected) biregular subgraph is the complete graph Km,n.
• When gcdpm,nq “ 2, the method fails because the only connected, biregular subgraph of K2,2 is K2,2, and
we seek a non-complete bipartite graph.
• When gcdpm,nq “ 2, under what additional conditions does the theorem still hold?
2.1 Edge-transitive (connected) pr, 2q biregular subgraphs of Km,n
Before we address the case of gcdpm,nq “ 2, we introduce some new notation, definitions, and constructions.
Let G be a (connected) pr, 2q biregular subgraph of Km,n. Then the line graph LpGq of G consists of m sets
of r vertices V1, V2, . . . , Vm, with each of the sets Vi of r vertices in LpGq corresponding to the r edges incident
to one of the m vertices in the left partite set. All of the vertices in a given set Vi are adjacent to each other.
Additionally, each vertex in a given set Vi is adjacent to exactly one vertex in another set Vj , i ‰ j, since G is
pr, sq biregular with s “ 2.
Consider the vertex set Vi. We use the notation P pViq “ ra2, a3, . . . , ams to describe the partitioning of the
r edges that have exactly one endpoint in Vi among the m ´ 1 remaining sets Vj . For example, if m “ 4 and
r “ 4, the notation P pV1q “ r2, 2, 0s means that, without loss of generality, of the four edges with exactly one
endpoint in V1, there are a2 “ 2 edges that are incident with vertices in V2, a3 “ 2 edges that are incident with
vertices in V3, and a4 “ 0 edges that are incident with a vertex in V4.
The order of the coordinates does not matter. That is, r3, 1, 0s is the same as r1, 0, 3s.
Definition 2.1 Let Ai Ă Vi be a set of vertices corresponding to a part of P pViq and Aj Ă Vj be a set of vertices
corresponding to a part of P pVjq, i ‰ j, and suppose |Ai| “ |Aj |. We say that Ai is one-to-one connected to
Aj if each vertex in Ai is adjacent to exactly one vertex in Aj (and vice versa).
Definition 2.2 We say the set Vi is uniformly partitioned if the nonzero coordinates of P pViq take on exactly
one value, and we call P pViq a uniform partition.
For instance, r3, 1, 0s is not a uniform partition for r “ 4 among m´ 1 “ 3 coordinates because there are two
distinct values of the nonzero coordinates, 3 and 1, but r2, 2, 0s is a uniform partition because 2 is the only
nonzero coordinate.
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Figure 2. LpGq and RpLpGqq for a p6, 2q biregular subgraph of K4,12.
P pV1q “ P pV2q “ P pV3q “ P pV4q “ r3, 3, 0s, which is a uniform partition.
Definition 2.3 Suppose all the Vi are uniformly partitioned in the same way, that is, each P pViq is a uniform
partition and P pViq “ P pVjq “ rd, d, ..., d, 0, 0s for all i, j and some positive integer d. (Note that, in the context
of the dimensions r and m, d divides r and r
d
ă m.) We say a graph RpLpGqq is a reduction graph of the
line graph LpGq if it is constructed from LpGq in the following way:
• RpLpGqq consists of m sets of r
d
vertices V 11 , V
1
2 , . . . , V
1
m, and for every i, all of the vertices in V
1
i are
adjacent to each other.
• For i ‰ j, let Ai Ă Vi be a set of vertices corresponding to a part of P pViq, and let Aj Ă Vj be a set of
vertices corresponding to a part of P pVjq. Then a one-to-one connection (defined earlier) between Ai and
Aj in LpGq corresponds to a vertex in V
1
i being adjacent to exactly one vertex in V
1
j .
• If Ai and Bi are vertex sets corresponding to two distinct parts of P pViq, then Ai is one-to-one connected
to a subset of vertices in Vj and Bi is one-to-one connected to a subset of vertices in Vk where j ‰ k.
Therefore, in RpLpGqq, two vertices in a given set V 1i must not be adjacent to vertices in the same set
(other than within Vi itself).
Theorem 2.2 Let mr “ 2n. If r is even, then there exists an edge-transitive (connected) pr, 2q biregular
subgraph of Km,n.
Proof. Since r is even, partition the r vertices in each Vi by P pViq “ r
r
2
, r
2
, 0, . . . , 0s (where of course P pViq
has m´ 1 coordinates), and denote the two parts of r
2
vertices corresponding to this partition Ai and Bi. Let
Ai be one-to-one connected to Bi´1 when i ą 1 and Bm when i “ 1. Let Bi be one-to-one connected to Ai`1
when i ă m and B1 when i “ m. The graph LpGq is therefore vertex-transitive, meaning that the corresponding
graph G is edge-transitive.
Remark 2.2 The graph proposed in the theorem is not necessarily unique. For example, there exist two edge-
transitive and connected p6, 2q biregular subgraphs of K4,12, one with a line graph corresponding to the partition
r3, 3, 0s, which is the construction used in the proof of the theorem, and one with a line graph corresponding to
the partition r2, 2, 2s.
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Figure 3. Line graph representations of p6, 2q biregular subgraphs of K4,12. The left one is the construction
used.
Theorem 2.3 Let G be an pr, 2q biregular subgraph of Km,n. If G is edge-transitive and connected, then,
using the notation above, every Vi must be uniformly partitioned, that is the nonzero coordinates ai in P pViq “
ra2, a3, . . . , ams take on exactly one value.
Proof. We proceed by contradiction, that is, we assume that G is edge-transitive and that there exists a
partition P pViq that contains two distinct nonzero coordinates a and b. Since G is edge-transitive, LpGq must be
vertex-transitive. Let A Ă Vi be a vertex set corresponding to a part of P pViq of size a and B Ă Vi be a vertex
set corresponding to a part of P pViq of size b. Moreover, choose any vertex va P A and vb P B. Then va has
a´ 1 neighbors in Vi which are adjacent to vertices in some Vj pj ‰ iq and b neighbors in Vi which are adjacent
to vertices in some Vk pk ‰ iq, such that Vj ‰ Vk. Similarly, vb has b ´ 1 neighbors in Vi which are adjacent
to vertices in Vk and a neighbors in Vi which are adjacent to vertices in Vj . Since a´ 1 ‰ b ´ 1, va and vb are
distinguishable from each other, meaning that LpGq is not vertex-transitive, and so G is not edge-transitive,
which is a contradiction (Figure 4).
Remark 2.3 The condition in the theorem is necessary but not sufficient. That is not every uniform partition
has a realization in the line graph.
Figure 4. A vertex in set A can be distinguished from a vertex in set B, so LpGq is not vertex-transitive,
implying that G is not edge-transitive.
Example 2.1 As a counterexample, we consider that a r2, 2, 2, 0s partitioning for a line graph LpGq of a p6, 2q
biregular subgraph G of K5,15 has no realization. For, assuming by contradiction that such a realization LpGq
6
exists, RpLpGqq has m “ 5 sets V 1
1
, V 1
2
, . . . , V 1
5
of r “ 3 vertices. But a construction RpLpGqq satisfying the
conditions of reduction graphs (mentioned earlier) is impossible, since RpLpGqq would be the line graph of a
p3, 2q biregular subgraph of K5,x for some x. But 5 ¨ 3 “ 2x does not have an integer solution x, which is a
contradiction.
Corollary 2.2 Let gcdp4, nq “ 2 and 6 ∤ n. Then there does not exist an edge-transitive (connected)
`
n
2
, 2
˘
biregular subgraph of K4,n.
Proof. Since gcdp4, nq “ 2, r “ n
2
is not even. Furthermore, since 6 does not divide n, 3 does not divide
r “ n
2
. By the theorem, the only eligible partitions are
“
r
2
, r
2
, 0
‰
and
“
r
3
, r
3
, r
3
‰
. But since r is not even, the first
partition cannot occur, and since r is not divisible by 3, the second partition cannot occur.
Corollary 2.3 Let gcdp4, nq “ 2 and 6|n. Then there exists a unique edge-transitive (connected) pn
2
, 2q bireg-
ular subgraph of K4,n.
Proof. Since r “ n
2
is divisible by 3, of the two eligible partitions
“
r
2
, r
2
, 0
‰
and
“
r
3
, r
3
, r
3
‰
discussed in the
previous proof, the partition
“
r
3
, r
3
, r
3
‰
can occur (but the partition
“
r
2
, r
2
, 0
‰
cannot, since again n is not divisible
by 4). Note that, since there are no 0 values in the partition, any line graph that realizes this partition must
be unique, making the original graph unique as well. There exists a vertex-transitive line graph that realizes
this partition when n “ 6, meaning there exists a p3, 2q biregular subgraph G of K4,6 which is edge-transitive.
Indeed, the construction of LpGq generalizes to a p3k, 2q biregular subgraph Gpkq of K4,6k. This is because,
if a reduction graph RpLpGpkqqq exists, it must be isomorphic to LpGq, so the existence of LpGq implies the
existence of RpLpGpkqqq (Figure 5).
Figure 5. The line graph for the unique edge-transitive (connected) p6, 2q subgraph of K4,12 (left). All line
graphs of an edge-transitive and connected p3k, 2q subgraph Gpkq of K4,6k reduce to the k “ 1 case (right).
3 Edge-Transitive Graphs Among Vertex-Transitive Graphs
Recall that some previously known infinite families of vertex-transitive graphs are Wreath graphs and Kneser
graphs. We identify an additional infinite family of edge-transitive graphs that are vertex-transitive, stated in
terms of Cartesian products.
Theorem 3.1 The graph Km ˆKn is edge-transitive.
Proof. The graph Km ˆKn is precisely the graph LpKm,nq, that is, the complement of the line graph of
Km,n [8]. First, we observe the structure of LpKm,nq. Let the partite sets of Km,n be A “ ta1, a2, . . . , amu
and B “ tb1, b2, . . . , bnu. The graph LpKm,nq consists of m sets of n vertices, which we denote V1, V2, . . . , Vm.
The n vertices in each Vi correspond to the edges incident to ai in the graph of Km,n. Specifically, Vi “
tvi,1, vi,2, . . . , vi,nu where vi,k corresponds to the edge aibk in the graph Km,n. By construction, all of the
vertices in a given set Vi are adjacent to each other, since these vertices correspond to all edges incident to ai in
Km,n. Additionally, each vi,k is adjacent to vj,k for all j ‰ i, since these vertices correspond to all edges incident
to bk in Km,n. This completes the construction of LpKm,nq. To construct LpKm,nq, we retain the vertex sets
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V1, . . . , Vm. However, now we have an m-partite graph, since none of the edges in Vi are connected to each
other in LpKm,nq. Each vi,k is connected to vj,l for all j ‰ i and all l ‰ k. In other words, all possible edges of
the m-partite graph exist except for edges of the form vi,kvj,k. It is clear from this description that LpKm,nq
is edge-transitive. This follows from the fact every vertex in a given partite set is indistinguishable from every
other vertex in that set, and the fact that each partite set is indistinguishable from every other partite set.
Since Km ˆKn “ LpKm,nq, the result is proven (Figure 6).
Figure 6. An example of the construction in the proof of the theorem for m “ 4, n “ 3.
3.1 Edge Transitivity of Circulants
We begin with a specialized class of circulants, known as powers of cycles.
Definition 3.1 The k-th power of Cn is denoted C
k
n and has vertices v1, v2, ..., vn and edges between vi and vj
whenever |j ´ i| ď k modn.
Theorem 3.2 The graph Ckn is edge transitive if and only if (i) k ě
X
n
2
\
or (ii) if n is even and k “ n
2
´ 1.
Proof. Since Ckn is complete when k ě
X
n
2
\
, it follows immediately that these graphs edge-transitive. If
n “ 2m then the graph Cm´1
2m is a complete graph minus a perfect matching, which is also edge transitive.
Next we will show that Ckn where k ă
X
n
2
\
is not edge-transitive by showing that different edges are con-
tained in a different number of triangles. The edge pvi, vi`1q is contained in 2k ´ 1 triangles: pvi´k`1, vi,vi`1q,
pvi´k`2, vi,vi`1q, . . . , pvi´1, vi,vi`1q, pvi, vi`1,vi`2q, pvi, vi`1,vi`3q, . . . , pvi, vi`1,vi`k`1q. However the edge
pvi, vi`kq is only contained in k ´ 1 triangles tpvi, vj,vi`kq |i` 1 ď j ď i` k ´ 1u.
We use arguments similar to those in the last proof to demonstrate a large class of circulant graphs that are
not edge-transitive.
Theorem 3.3 Let n P N, n ě 5 and S “ t2, 3, . . . , rn
2
s ´ 1u. Then circulants of the following form are not
edge-transitive:
C2npAq, A “ t1, i, i` 1, nu Y S
1 for any S1 Ď S and any i, i` 1 P S
Proof. Let the vertices of C2npAq be labelled 1 through 2n. The edge e1 “ t1, n` 1u is never contained in
a 3-cycle, because the longest chord is of length rn
2
s´ 1, so 1 and n` 1 share no common neighbors. However,
e2 “ t1, 2u is always contained in the 3-cycle t1, 2, i` 2u.
We proceed to introduce four classes of 3-circulant graphs that are edge-transitive, the first three of which we
demonstrate to be edge-transitive by constructing explicit isomorphisms. Note that the edges of 3-circulants
split up into at most three orbits, with chords of the same length belonging to the same orbit, so to prove
edge-transitivity, it suffices to choose a chord of one length and show that it can be mapped to a chord of the
second length and to a chord of the third length.
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Theorem 3.4 Graphs in the following classes are edge-transitive:
Class 1: C20`16pn´1qp1, 2` 4n, 1` 8nq, n “ 1, 2, 3, . . .
Class 2: C28`16pn´1qp1, 2` 4n, 5` 8nq, n “ 1, 2, 3, . . .
Class 3: C12`6pn´1qp1, 2n` 1, 2n` 3q, n “ 1, 2, 3, . . .
Class 4: C9`3pn´1qp1, 1` n, 3` nq, n “ 1, 2, 3, . . .
Proof. For classes 1, 2, and 3, we construct explicit isomorphisms:
Class 1:
It suffices to show that there exists an isomorphism φ
1
mapping the edge e1 “ t1, 2u to the edge e2 “ t1, 3`4nu
and an isomorphism φ2 mapping the edge e1 “ t1, 2u to the edge e3 “ t1, 2 ` 8nu. We provide φ1 and φ2
explicitly:
φ1 : 1 ÞÑ 1
φ1 : 2 ÞÑ 3` 4n
φ1 : 3 ÞÑ 12n` 6
φ1 : 4 ÞÑ 4
φ
1
: pi` 4kq ÞÑ φpiq ` 4k mod 16n` 4, i “ 1, 2, 3, 4
To show that φ1 is indeed an isomorphism, we show that Npφ1piqq “ φ1pNpiqq for, without loss of generality,
i “ 1, 2, 3, 4:
Npφ1p1qq “ Np1q “ t2, 16n` 4, 4n` 3, 8n` 2, 12n` 3, 8n` 4u “ φ1pNp1qq
Np2q “ t3, 1, 4n` 4, 8n` 3, 12n` 4, 8n` 5u
φ
1
pNp2qq “ t12n` 6, 1, 4n` 4, 4n` 2, 12n` 4, 8n` 5u “ Npφ
1
p2qq
Np3q “ t4, 2, 4n` 5, 8n` 4, 12n` 5, 8n` 6u
φ
1
pNp3qq “ t4, 4n` 3, 4n` 5, 8n` 4, 12n` 5, 12n` 7u “ Npφ
1
p3qq
Npφ1p4qq “ Np4q “ t5, 3, 4n` 6, 8n` 5, 12n` 6, 8n` 7u “ φ1pNp4qq
φ2 : 1 ÞÑ 8n` 2
φ
2
: 2 ÞÑ 1
φ2 : 3 ÞÑ 8n` 4
φ2 : 4 ÞÑ 3
φ
2
: pi` 4kq ÞÑ φpiq ` 4k mod 16n` 4, i “ 1, 2, 3, 4
To show that φ2 is indeed an isomorphism, we show that Npφ2piqq “ φ2pNpiqq for, without loss of generality,
i “ 1, 2, 3, 4:
φ
2
pNp1qq “ t1, 16n` 3, 12n` 4, 8n` 1, 4n, 8n` 3u “ Npφ
2
p1qq
φ2pNp2qq “ t8n` 4, 8n` 2, 4n` 3, 16n` 4, 12n` 3, 2u “ Npφ2p2qq
φ2pNp3qq “ t3, 1, 12n` 6, 8n` 3, 4n` 2, 8n` 5u “ Npφ2p3qq
φ2pNp4qq “ t8n` 6, 8n` 4, 4n` 5, 2, 12n` 5, 4u “ Npφ2p4qq
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Class 2:
It suffices to show that there exists an isomorphism φ
1
mapping the edge e1 “ t1, 2u to the edge e2 “ t1, 3`4nu
and an isomorphism φ2 mapping the edge e1 “ t1, 2u to the edge e3 “ t1, 6 ` 8nu. We provide φ1 and φ2
explicitly:
φ1 : 1 ÞÑ 4n` 3
φ1 : 2 ÞÑ 1
φ
1
: 3 ÞÑ 2
φ1 : 4 ÞÑ 12n` 12
φ
1
: pi` 4kq ÞÑ φpiq ` 4k mod 16n` 12, i “ 1, 2, 3, 4
To show that φ1 is indeed an isomorphism, we show that Npφ1piqq “ φ1pNpiqq for, without loss of generality,
i “ 1, 2, 3, 4:
Np1q “ t2, 16n` 12, 4n` 3, 8n` 6, 12n` 11, 8n` 8u
φ
1
pNp1qq “ t1, 12n` 8, 4n` 2, 8n` 5, 12n` 10, 4n` 4u “ Npφ
1
p1qq
Np2q “ t3, 1, 4n` 4, 8n` 7, 12n` 12, 8n` 9u
φ1pNp2qq “ t2, 4n` 3, 16n` 12, 8n` 6, 8n` 8, 12n` 11u “ Npφ1p2qq
Np3q “ t4, 2, 4n` 5, 8n` 8, 12n` 13, 8n` 10u
φ1pNp3qq “ t12n` 12, 1, 8n` 7, 4n` 4, 3, 8n` 9u “ Npφ1p3qq
Np4q “ t5, 3, 4n` 6, 8n` 9, 12n` 14, 8n` 11u
φ1pNp4qq “ t4n` 7, 2, 4n` 5, 12n` 11, 12n` 13, 8n` 10u “ Npφ1p4qq
φ2 : 1 ÞÑ 8n` 6
φ2 : 2 ÞÑ 1
φ
2
: 3 ÞÑ 8n` 8
φ2 : 4 ÞÑ 3
φ2 : pi` 4kq ÞÑ φpiq ` 4k mod 16n` 12, i “ 1, 2, 3, 4
To show that φ2 is indeed an isomorphism, we show that Npφ2piqq “ φ2pNpiqq for, without loss of generality,
i “ 1, 2, 3, 4:
φ2pNp1qq “ t1, 16n` 11, 12n` 8, 8n` 5, 4n` 4, 8n` 7u “ Npφ2p1qq
φ2pNp2qq “ t8n` 8, 8n` 6, 4n` 3, 16n` 12, 12n` 11, 2u “ Npφ2p2qq
φ
2
pNp3qq “ t3, 1, 12n` 10, 8n` 7, 4n` 6, 8n` 9u “ Npφ
2
p3qq
φ2pNp4qq “ t8n` 10, 8n` 8, 4n` 5, 2, 12n` 13, 4u “ Npφ2p4qq
Class 3:
It suffices to show that there exists an isomorphism φ
1
mapping the edge e1 “ t1, 2u to the edge e2 “ t1, 2n`2u
and an isomorphism φ2 mapping the edge e1 “ t1, 2n` 2u to the edge e3 “ t1, 2n` 4u. We provide φ1 and φ2
explicitly:
φ1 : 1 ÞÑ 2n` 2
φ1 : 2 ÞÑ 1
φ1 : 3 ÞÑ 2
φ1 : 4 ÞÑ 3
φ
1
: 2n` 2 ÞÑ 2n` 1
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φ1 : pi` p2n` 2qkq ÞÑ φpiq ` p2n` 2qk mod 6n` 6, i “ 1, 2, 3, . . . , 2n` 2
To show that φ
1
is indeed an isomorphism, we show that Npφ
1
piqq “ φ
1
pNpiqq for, without loss of generality,
i “ 1, 2, k, 2n` 2, where k P t3, 4, . . . , 2n` 1u
Np1q “ t2, 6n` 6, 2n` 2, 2n` 4, 4n` 6, 4n` 4u
φ1pNp1qq “ t1, 6n` 5, 2n` 1, 2n` 3, 4n` 5, 4n` 3u “ Npφ1p1qq
Np2q “ t1, 3, 2n` 3, 2n` 5, 1´ 2n,´1´ 2nu
φ1pNp2qq “ t2n` 2, 2, 4n` 4, 2n` 4, 4n` 6, 6n` 6u “ Npφ1p2qq
Npkq “ tk ` 1, k ´ 1, 2n` k ` 1, 2n` k ` 3, k ´ 2n´ 1, k ´ 2n´ 3u
φ1pNpkqq “ tk, k ´ 2, 2n` k, 2n` k ` 2, k ´ 2n´ 2, k ´ 2n´ 4u “ Npφ1pkqq
Np2n` 2q “ t2n` 1, 2n` 3, 4n` 3, 4n` 5, 1, 6n` 5u
φ1pNp2n` 2qq “ t2n, 4n` 4, 4n` 2, 6n` 6, 2n` 2, 6n` 4u “ Npφ1p2n` 2qq
φ2 : 1 ÞÑ 2n` 4
φ
2
: 2 ÞÑ 3
φ2 : 3 ÞÑ 4
φ2 : 4 ÞÑ 5
φ
2
: 2n` 1 ÞÑ 2n` 2
φ2 : 2n` 2 ÞÑ 1
φ2 : pi` p2n` 2qkq ÞÑ φpiq ` p2n` 2qk mod 6n` 6, i “ 1, 2, 3, . . . , 2n` 2
To show that φ2 is indeed an isomorphism, we show that Npφ2piqq “ φ2pNpiqq for, without loss of generality,
i “ 1, 2, k, 2n` 1, 2n` 2, k P t3, 4, . . . , 2nu:
φ2pNp1qq “ t3, 4n` 5, 1, 2n` 5, 4n` 7, 2n` 3u “ Npφ2p1qq
φ2pNp2qq “ t2n` 4, 4, 2, 2n` 6, 4n` 8, 4n` 6u “ Npφ2p2qq
φ
2
pNpkqq “ tk, k ` 2, 2n` k ` 2, 2n` k ` 4, k ´ 2n, k ´ 2n´ 2u “ Npφ
2
pkqq
φ2pNp2n` 1qq “ t2n` 1, 1, 4n` 3, 2n` 3, 4n` 5, 6n` 5u “ Npφ2p2n` 1qq
φ2pNp2n` 2qq “ t2n` 2, 2, 4n` 4, 4n` 6, 2n` 4, 6n` 6u “ Npφ2p2n` 2qq
Class 4:
Let k “ n` 2. Then by a result by Onkey [6] the graphs in Class 4 are of the form C3kp1, k ´ 1, k ` 1q, which
is isomorphic to W pk, 3q.
The following theorem given by Wilson and Potoc˘nik [9] presented a characterization of 4-regular edge-
transitive circulant graphs:
Theorem 3.5 If G is an undirected 4-regular edge-transitive circulant graph with n vertices, then either:
(1) G – Cnp1, aq for some a such that a
2 ” ˘1pmodnq, or
(2) n is even, n “ 2m, and G – C2mp1,m` 1q.
From Onkey [6], we have the following theorem for 6-regular circulant graphs:
Theorem 3.6 Let G “ Cnp1, a, bq, a ‰ b, be a 6-regular circulant. If the following three conditions are all
satisfied, then G is edge-transitive:
1. ab ” ˘1 mod n
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2. a2 ” ˘b mod n
3. b2 ” ˘a mod n
We note the following corollaries can be obtained.
Corollary 3.1 3-circulants of the following forms are edge-transitive:
1. C a3˘1
d
p1,a,a2q
assuming d|pa3 ˘ 1q
2. C a2`a`1
d
p1, a, a` 1q assuming d|pa2 ` a` 1q
Example 3.1 Let a ” 1 mod 3. Then C a2`a`1
3
p1, a, a` 1q is edge-transitive. (Note that if a ” 1 mod 3, then
3 ∤ a2 ` a` 1).
Example 3.2 Let a ” 2 mod 7 or a ” 4 mod 7. Then C a2`a`1
7
p1, a, a ` 1q is edge-transitive. (Note that if
a ” 2 mod 7, and a ” 4 mod 7 then 7|a2 ` a` 1).
However we note that the conditions found in Theorem 3.6 are not necessary. In Theorem 3.4 we presented
infinite classes of graphs that do not satisfy all three of the conditions from Theorem 3.6 but are still edge-
transitive. We believe in some cases that for a graph to be edge-transitive it may only have to meet a set of
weaker conditions.
Conjecture 3.1 Given Cnp1, a, bq which is edge-transitive. Then at least one of the following conditions is
satisfied:
1. ab ” ˘1 mod n or
2. a2 ” ˘1 mod n or
3. b2 ” ˘1 mod n
Conjecture 3.2 Given Cnp1, a2, . . . , amq which is edge-transitive. Then there exist i, j (with i possibly equal
to j) such that aiaj ” ˘1 mod n.
Theorem 3.7 Suppose G “ Cnp1, a2, . . . , amq and the set t1, a2, . . . , am,´1,´a2, . . . ,´amu forms a group
under multiplication mod n (which is necessarily a subgroup of the group of units). Then G is edge-transitive.
Proof. Since the chord lengths and their negatives form a group, multiplying the group by any element
of the group permutes the elements of the group. Thus, we can send, without loss of generality, any chord of
length 1 to any chord of length ai by the edge map x ÞÑ aix.
4 Conclusion
In Theorems 2.2 and 2.3, we investigated biregular, bipartite graphs of the form pr, 2q. It would be an interesting,
but challenging problem to explore the family of pr, kq and determine which graphs are edge-transitive. An
additional problem would be to determine the number of non-isomorphic graphs of this form.
In Section 3, we investigated necessary and sufficient conditions for hexavalent (6-regular) graphs to be edge-
transitive. In addition to proving the two stated conjectures it would be interesting to determine necessary and
conditions for circulant graphs in general to be edge-transitive. We note that the difficulty will surely increase
as circulants with larger number of chords are investigated, since the number of possible groups may increase.
However it may be possible to solve the posed problem when n is prime or the product of two distinct prime
numbers.
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Appendix
Notation
• PM stands for ”Perfect Matching”
• G stands for the complement graph of G
• Ks,s,...,s is the complete multipartite graph with partite sets of size s
• Graphs labelled NoncayleyTransitivepn, kq come from Gordon Royle’s list of non-Cayley vertex-transitive
graphs at: http://staffhome.ecm.uwa.edu.au/0˜0013890/trans/
For graphs with fewer than six vertices, all of the graphs are either cycles, complete graphs, or star graphs.
Edge-Transitive Graphs on 6 Vertices
1. K1,5
2. C6
3. K2,4
4. K3,3
5. C26
6. K6
Edge-Transitive Graphs on 7 Vertices
1. K1,6
2. C7
3. K2,5
4. K3,4
5. K7
Edge-Transitive Graphs on 8 Vertices
1. K8
2. K1,7
3. K2,6
4. K3,5
5. K4,4
6. C8
7. C3
8
8. Cube (with 6 faces and 12 edges)
Edge-Transitive Graphs on 9 Vertices
1. K9
2. K1,8
3. C9
4. K2,7
5. K3,6
6. K4,5
7. C3 ˆ C3
8. K3,3,3
9. p4, 2q biregular subgraph of K3,6
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Edge-Transitive Graphs on 10 Vertices
1. K1,9
2. C10
3. p3, 2q biregular subgraph of K4,6
4. Petersen
5. K2,8
6. K5,5 ´ PM
7. Wreathp5, 2q
8. K3,7
9. K4,6
10. K5,5
11. Petersen
12 .K10 ´ PM
13. K12
Edge-Transitive Graphs on 11 Vertices
1. K1,10
2. C11
3. K2,9
4. K3,8
5. K4,7
6. K5,6
7. K11
Edge-Transitive Graphs on 12 Vertices
There are 19 edge-transitive graphs on 12 vertices:
1 graphs : n “ 12; e “ 11; K1,11
1 graphs : n “ 12; e “ 12; C12
1 graphs : n “ 12; e “ 16; p4, 2q subgraph of K4,8
1 graphs : n “ 12; e “ 18; p6, 2q subgraph of K3,9
1 graphs : n “ 12; e “ 20; K2,10
3 graphs : n “ 12; e “ 24; p3, 6q subgraph of K8,4; Wreath(6,2); Cuboctahedral
1 graphs : n “ 12; e “ 27; K3,9
2 graphs : n “ 12; e “ 30; K6,6 ´ PM ; Icosahedral
1 graphs : n “ 12; e “ 32; K4,8
1 graphs : n “ 12; e “ 35; K5,7
2 graphs : n “ 12; e “ 36; K6,6; K3 ˆK4
1 graphs : n “ 12; e “ 48; K4,4,4
1 graphs : n “ 12; e “ 54; K3,3,3,3
1 graphs : n “ 12; e “ 60; K12 ´ PM
1 graphs : n “ 12; e “ 66; K12
Edge-Transitive Graphs on 13 Vertices
There are 10 edge-transitive graphs on 13 vertices:
1 graphs : n “ 13; e “ 12; K1,12
1 graphs : n “ 13; e “ 13; C13
1 graphs : n “ 13; e “ 22; K2,11
1 graphs : n “ 13; e “ 26; C13p1, 5q
1 graphs : n “ 13; e “ 30; K3,10
15
1 graphs : n “ 13; e “ 36; K4,9
1 graphs : n “ 13; e “ 39; Paley(13)
1 graphs : n “ 13; e “ 40; K5,8
1 graphs : n “ 13; e “ 42; K6,7
1 graphs : n “ 13; e “ 78; K13
Edge-Transitive Graphs on 14 Vertices
There are 16 edge-transitive graphs on 14 vertices:
1 graphs : n “ 14; e “ 13; K1,13
1 graphs : n “ 14; e “ 14; C14
1 graphs : n “ 14; e “ 21; Heawood “ p3, 3q subgraph of K7,7
3 graphs : n “ 14; e “ 24; K2,12; 2 p4, 3q biregular subgraphs of K6,8
2 graphs : n “ 14; e “ 28; Wreath(7,2); p4, 4q subgraph of K7,7
1 graphs : n “ 14; e “ 33; K3,11
1 graphs : n “ 14; e “ 40; K4,10
1 graphs : n “ 14; e “ 42; K7,7 ´ PM
1 graphs : n “ 14; e “ 45; K5,9
1 graphs : n “ 14; e “ 48; K6,8
1 graphs : n “ 14; e “ 49; K7,7
1 graphs : n “ 14; e “ 84; K14 ´ PM
1 graphs : n “ 14; e “ 91; K14
Edge-Transitive Graphs on 15 Vertices
There are 25 edge-transitive (connected) graphs on 15 vertices.
1 graphs : n “ 15; e “ 14; K1,14
1 graphs : n “ 15; e “ 15; C15
1 graphs : n “ 15; e “ 18; p3, 2q subgraph of K6,9
2 graphs : n “ 15; e “ 20; 2 p4, 2q subgraphs of K5,10
1 graphs : n “ 15; e “ 24; p8, 2qsubgraph of K3,12
1 graphs : n “ 15; e “ 26; K2,13
3 graphs : n “ 15; e “ 30; p6, 3q subgraph of K5,10; L(Petersen); C15p1, 4q
3 graphs : n “ 15; e “ 36; K3,12; 2 p6, 4q subgraphs of K6,9
1 graphs : n “ 15; e “ 40; p8, 4q subgraph of K5,10
1 graphs : n “ 15; e “ 44; K4,11
2 graphs : n “ 15; e “ 45; p6, 2q Kneser graph; TrplpC5q
1 graphs : n “ 15; e “ 50; K5,10
1 graphs : n “ 15; e “ 54; K6,9
1 graphs : n “ 15; e “ 56; K7,8
2 graphs : n “ 15; e “ 60; K3 ˆK5; (6,2) Johnson graph
1 graphs : n “ 15; e “ 75; K5,5,5
1 graphs : n “ 15; e “ 90; K3,3,3,3,3
1 graphs : n “ 15; e “ 105; K15
Edge-Transitive Graphs on 16 Vertices
There are 26 edge-transitive (connected) graphs on 16 vertices:
1 graphs : n “ 16; e “ 15; K1,15
1 graphs : n “ 16; e “ 16; C16
3 graphs : n “ 16; e “ 24; Mo¨bius-Kantor graph; 2 p6, 2q subgraphs of K4,12
1 graphs : n “ 16; e “ 28; K2,14
1 graphs : n “ 16; e “ 30; p5, 3q subgraph of K6,10
16
2 graphs : n “ 16; e “ 32; Q4; Wreath(8,2)
1 graphs : n “ 16; e “ 36; p9, 3q subgraph of K4,12
1 graphs : n “ 16; e “ 39; K3,13
1 graphs : n “ 16; e “ 40; Clebsch graph
4 graphs : n “ 16; e “ 48; K4,12; Shrikhande graph; K4 ˆK4; Haarp187q
1 graphs : n “ 16; e “ 55; K5,11
1 graphs : n “ 16; e “ 56; K8,8 ´ PM – K8 ˆK2
1 graphs : n “ 16; e “ 60; K6,10
1 graphs : n “ 16; e “ 63; K7,9
1 graphs : n “ 16; e “ 64; K8,8
1 graphs : n “ 16; e “ 72; K4 ˆK4
1 graphs : n “ 16; e “ 80; Complement of Clebsch
1 graphs : n “ 16; e “ 96; K4,4,4,4
1 graphs : n “ 16; e “ 112; K16 ´ PM
1 graphs : n “ 16; e “ 120; K16
Edge-Transitive Graphs on 17 Vertices
There are 12 edge-transitive (connected) graphs on 17 vertices:
1 graphs : n “ 17; e “ 16; K1,16
1 graphs : n “ 17; e “ 17; C17
1 graphs : n “ 17; e “ 30; K2,15
1 graphs : n “ 17; e “ 34; C17p1, 4q
1 graphs : n “ 17; e “ 42; K3,14
1 graphs : n “ 17; e “ 52; K4,13
1 graphs : n “ 17; e “ 60; K5,12
1 graphs : n “ 17; e “ 66; K6,11
1 graphs : n “ 17; e “ 68; Paleyp17q
1 graphs : n “ 17; e “ 70; K7,10
1 graphs : n “ 17; e “ 72; K8,9
1 graphs : n “ 17; e “ 136; K17
Edge-Transitive Graphs on 18 Vertices
There are 28 edge-transitive (connected) graphs on 18 vertices:
1 graphs : n “ 18; e “ 17; K1,17
1 graphs : n “ 18; e “ 18; C18
2 graphs : n “ 18; e “ 24; 2 p4, 2q subgraphs of K6,12
1 graphs : n “ 18; e “ 27; Pappus graph
1 graphs : n “ 18; e “ 30; p10, 2q subgraph of K3,15
1 graphs : n “ 18; e “ 32; K2,16
3 graphs : n “ 18; e “ 36; p6, 3q subgraph of K6,12; p4, 4q subgraph of K9,9, Wreathp9, 2q
1 graphs : n “ 18; e “ 45; K3,15
1 graphs : n “ 18; e “ 48; p8, 4q subgraph of K6,12
2 graphs : n “ 18; e “ 54; 2 p6, 6q subgraphs of K9,9
1 graphs : n “ 18; e “ 56; K4,14
1 graphs : n “ 18; e “ 60; p10, 5q subgraph of K6,12
1 graphs : n “ 18; e “ 65; K5,13
3 graphs : n “ 18; e “ 72; K9,9 ´ PM – K9 ˆK2; K6,12; H1
1 graphs : n “ 18; e “ 77; K7,11
1 graphs : n “ 18; e “ 80; K8,10
1 graphs : n “ 18; e “ 81; K9,9
1 graphs : n “ 18; e “ 90; K6 ˆK3
1 graphs : n “ 18; e “ 108; K6,6,6
17
1 graphs : n “ 18; e “ 135; K3,3,3,3,3,3
1 graphs : n “ 18; e “ 144; K18 - PM
1 graphs : n “ 18; e “ 153; K18
Figure 1. The graph H1 on 18 vertices.
Edge-Transitive Graphs on 19 Vertices
There are 12 edge-transitive (connected) graphs on 19 vertices:
1 graphs : n “ 19; e “ 18; K1,18
1 graphs : n “ 19; e “ 19; C19
1 graphs : n “ 19; e “ 34; K2,17
1 graphs : n “ 19; e “ 48; K3,16
1 graphs : n “ 19; e “ 57; C19p1, 7, 8q
1 graphs : n “ 19; e “ 60; K4,15
1 graphs : n “ 19; e “ 70; K5,14
1 graphs : n “ 19; e “ 78; K6,13
1 graphs : n “ 19; e “ 84; K7,12
1 graphs : n “ 19; e “ 88; K8,11
1 graphs : n “ 19; e “ 90; K9,10
1 graphs : n “ 19; e “ 171; K19
Edge-Transitive Graphs on 20 Vertices
There are 43 edge-transitive (connected) graphs on 20 vertices.
1 graphs : n “ 20; e “ 19; K1,19
1 graphs : n “ 20; e “ 20; C20
1 graphs : n “ 20; e “ 24; p3, 2q subgraph of K8,12 “1-Menger sponge graph
3 graphs : n “ 20; e “ 30; p6, 2q subgraph of K5,15; Desargues Graph; Dodecahedral graph
1 graphs : n “ 20; e “ 32; p8, 2q subgraph of K4,16
1 graphs : n “ 20; e “ 36; K2,18
4 graphs : n “ 20; e “ 40; Folkman; Wreathp10, 2q; Haarp525q; NoncayleyTransitive(20,4)
5 graphs : n “ 20; e “ 48; 4 p6, 4q subgraphs of K8,12; 1 p12, 3q subgraph of K4,16
1 graphs : n “ 20; e “ 51; K3,17
7 graphs : n “ 20; e “ 60; 1 p12, 4q subgraph of K5,15; 2 p6, 6q subgraphs of K10,10 (one is NoncayleyTransi-
tive(20,12); C20p1, 6, 9q; G1; G2; p5, 2q-arrangement graph
1 graphs : n “ 20; e “ 64; K4,16
1 graphs : n “ 20; e “ 72; p9, 6q subgraph of K8,12
1 graphs : n “ 20; e “ 75; K5,15
2 graphs : n “ 20; e “ 80; p8, 8q subgraph of K10,10; Wreathp5, 4q
1 graphs : n “ 20; e “ 84; K6,14
2 graphs : n “ 20; e “ 90; K10,10 ´ PM ; 6-tetrahedral (Johnson) graph
1 graphs : n “ 20; e “ 91; K7,13
18
1 graphs : n “ 20; e “ 96; K8,12
1 graphs : n “ 20; e “ 99; K9,11
1 graphs : n “ 20; e “ 100; K10,10
2 graphs : n “ 20; e “ 120; K5 ˆK4; G3
1 graphs : n “ 20; e “ 150; K5,5,5,5
1 graphs : n “ 20; e “ 160; K4,4,4,4,4
1 graphs : n “ 20; e “ 180; K20 ´ PM
1 graphs : n “ 20; e “ 190; K20
Figure 2. The graphs G1, G2, and G3.
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